Watchful
on the outside.

Siedle video
systems.

Convenient
on the inside.

Diversity at the door.
Hearing is good. Seeing is
safer. Better than asking
“Who is it?” is the certainty
of seeing with your own eyes.
Unlike a conventional intercom,
video surveillance provides a
significant increase in security
and comfort. Better still if
it can be as flexibly integrated
and designed as with the
Siedle systems.
On the wall, in the wall or freestanding? In aluminium, brass
or stainless steel? One design
at the main entrance, another at
the side entrance? The video
door stations in the Classic,
Vario and Steel design lines give
you the choice. They cover
every conceivable function at
entrances, including letterbox,
access control or lighting.

Diversity in focus.
180°
130°

80°

180°

Siedle Classic

130°

80°

Siedle Vario

Three camera models are
available for the Classic, Vario
and Steel systems.

180°: with an all-round view
from wall to wall – a solution
when conditions rule out optimum positioning of the camera.

130°: the best combination of
excellent night vision, brilliant
picture quality and a wide
viewing angle.

80°: a direct view forwards
that can also be mechanically
adjusted is quite adequate
in many situations.

Diversity at the door.

Diversity indoors.
In-house and handsfree
telephones
Look at the image, talk,
open the door – either with
a receiver or handsfree,
mounted on the wall or
in a table-top version.
Its clear design ensures
intuitive operation.

Hearing is good. Seeing is
safer. Better than asking
“Who is it?” is the certainty
of seeing with your own eyes.
Unlike a conventional intercom,
video surveillance provides a
significant increase in security
and comfort. Better still if
it can be as flexibly integrated
and designed as with the
Siedle systems.
On the wall, in the wall or freestanding? In aluminium, brass
or stainless steel? One design
at the main entrance, another at
the side entrance? The video
door stations in the Classic,
Vario and Steel design lines give
you the choice. They cover
every conceivable function at
entrances, including letterbox,
access control or lighting.

Video panels
To satisfy the highest demands
on image rendition: the video
panels display the door image on
a monitor with a 17.8-centimetre (7-inch) display diagonal. The simple, safe operation
and enormous range of individual designs are typical
Siedle features.

Siedle Classic

iPad

9:41 AM

Virtual in-house telephone
The virtual in-house telephone
turns a PC-based control panel
or computer into a call station
for door communication –
including video presentation
and door release.

100%

Front door
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100%

Front door

Front door

Siedle Vario

Siedle Steel

Siedle app
The Siedle app makes an iPhone
or iPad into a mobile extension
of your door communication
system. It receives the door
call, displays a live video image,
establishes a voice connection
and opens the door. But of
course it also features integrated security and maximum
convenience, such as an
image memory.

9:41 AM

Siedle Scope
Siedle Scope is the mobile
communication device to suit
a wide range of demands.
Wherever you are, whether in
the kitchen, the bathroom,
the garden ..., Siedle Scope
gives you a live update of who
is standing at the door. You
can also use Scope for phone
calls, making it a single device
for all your communication
needs. And finally Scope can
connect to the world of iPads
and iPhones, too, as the Siedle
app can also be used with
Scope.

Product images not to scale.
Sample screen content.
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Inside and outside: individually customized.
Find out more about what is possible using the Siedle configurator on our website.

Find out more and experience Siedle at
our qualified Siedle partners’.

www.siedle.com
www.siedle.fi

